"We've hit every milestone we set out to achieve in year one, and now
we're going to provide the service and support our users are demanding. GoChain has performed extremely well in a public, decentralized

Protocol Overview
GoChain started with an idea to fix the blockchain scaling problem while
bringing an enterprise team and business philosophy to the space. It quickly
turned into a global community of developers and amazing supporters. We hit
our goal of fixing the scaling problem by providing a public blockchain network
that handles 100x the volume of Ethereum, while remaining 100% Ethereum
compatible. GoChain is the most reliable and highest performance Ethereum/
web3 compatible blockchain on the market today. We stand behind this claim
and please do try to prove us wrong.

We provide a full suite of products to run
and manage a blockchain network. All of
our tools have been thoroughly tested and
vetted in a public environment for over a
year, so you know you're getting a rock solid
product.

Enterprise tough.

network and since it is a permissioned blockchain, it is also perfect for
private networks." - Travis Reeder, CTO & Co-Founder

BUILD DECENTRALIZED APPS
100% Ethereum compatible means you can
use all the same tools, wallets and smart
contracts.
RUN PRIVATE BLOCKCHAINS
The GoChain client and protocol is the most
reliable and highest performance blockchain
for private networks. Easy setup and easy
maintenance.
ENTERPRISE SERVICES
Need help architecting or implementing your
DApps or private blockchain infrastructure?
Let our engineers help you get there faster.

Publ ic Networ k
Ac heivements
10x More Decentralized
Open decentralization did not work as
intended as more than 70% of mining is
in China and the majority of that is run
by just a few companies. GoChain forces
nodes to be in different countries, run by
unrelated people/companies.

100x Speed & Performance
GoChain supports high transaction
volume with fast verifications. Ethereum
can only process 13 transactions per
second, GoChain can process 1300
transactions per second.

1000x Greener
The energy used to run the Bitcoin
network alone could power more
than 3.5 million US households, 1
million to run Ethereum. We think
that's completely unnacceptable and
unsustainable. GoChain uses a small
fraction of the energy used to run
other cryptocurrencies.

